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Abstract

Reconfigurable manufacturing systems (RMS) address challenges in modern manufacturing systems arising from product variety and

from rapid changes in product demand. This paper considers an arch-type reconfigurable machine tool (RMT) that has been built to

demonstrate the basic concepts of RMT design. The arch-type RMT was designed to achieve customized flexibility and includes a passive

degree-of-freedom, which allows it to be reconfigured to machine a family of parts. The kinematic and dynamic capabilities of the

machine are presented, including the experimental frequency response functions (FRFs) and computed stability lobes of the machine in

different configurations. A comparison of FRFs and stability lobes of the arch-type RMT reveals almost similar dynamic characteristics

at different reconfiguration positions. These similar characteristics arise because the dominant mode where chatter occurs is due to the

spindle–tool–tool holder assembly. Consequently, to ensure consistent dynamic behavior regardless of reconfiguration, a desirable

dynamic design feature for RMTs is that the machine’s structural frequencies are less dominant than the structural frequencies of the

spindle, tool and tool holder.

r 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Traditional manufacturing systems can be classified as:
(a) dedicated manufacturing systems (DMS)—designed to
produce a specific part or (b) flexible manufacturing
systems (FMS)—designed to accommodate a large variety
of parts even though parts are not specified at the design
stage. While DMS is economical when the output volumes
are high for a manufactured product over a long period of
time, FMS is more suited if the production volume is low
and a large variety of parts are produced. Changing
product demands in current markets makes DMS less
desirable, but FMS lacks the efficiency and robustness of
DMS, making it uneconomical for many production
situations.

Reconfigurable manufacturing systems (RMSs), which
aim to achieve ‘exactly the capacity and functionality

needed, exactly when needed,’ have garnered considerable
attention in recent years [1–5]. Research has been done on
e front matter r 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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design and operation of RMSs; lead-time; and ramp-up
time reduction and open architecture controllers at various
research centers in US, Europe and Japan [6–12]. Industry
is also beginning to adopt and implement various aspects
of RMS [13,14]. Indeed, it is becoming clear that
reconfiguration will be an important aspect of many future
manufacturing systems. Key characteristics of an RMS
include: (1) modularity, (2) integrability, (3) convertibility,
(4) customization, (5) scalability, and (6) diagnosibility.
The more of these characteristics a manufacturing system
possesses, the more reconfigurable it becomes.
An important issue is the appropriate ‘granularity’ of the

modules in an RMS. For many manufacturing systems the
basic module for reconfiguration will be a 3-axis CNC
machine tool—a commodity product whose cost has
significantly fallen in recent years, while accuracy and
reliability have improved. However, in research one must
consider a variety of alternatives. Consequently, this paper
will discuss the concept of a reconfigurable machine tool
(RMT), which brings the ‘granularity’ of reconfiguration
down from the machine level to the component level.
Reconfiguration at the component level, as in RMTs, raises
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several difficult research issues such as costs, joints,
accuracy and dynamic structural response. Nevertheless,
the concept of an RMT brings many of the potential
advantages of an RMS to the component level. Thus, it is
useful to conduct research on RMTs, to assess weather
some of the basic research challenges can be addressed, and
if attractive application niches for RMTs can be developed.
Consequently, our research group has designed and built
several RMTs, including a table-top Cartesian 3-axis
RMT, a reconfigurable inspection machine, and an arch-
type RMT [3,15–20].

The purpose of this paper is to describe the so-called
arch-type RMT, first demonstrated at the 2002 Interna-
tional Manufacturing Technology Show in Chicago, and to
provide a brief description of the design concept, the design
and construction, and dynamic characteristics of the
machine. This paper describes the frequency response
functions (FRFs) and experimentally verified analytical
stability lobes for the machine at different reconfiguration
positions. Cutting model estimation has also been carried
out to evaluate the stability lobes of the machine. Contrary
to predictions during the design stage of arch-type RMT
[15,18], the dynamic performance of the machine does not
vary significantly with reconfiguration position. The reason
for this is discussed in the paper.
2. Background and methodology

2.1. Arch-type RMT: design and construction

The characteristics of customized flexibility on which the
arch-type RMT design is based, makes the design
procedure more involved than the design of a dedicated
machine tool or a flexible CNC machine tool [17,20]. The
functional design of the arch-type RMT is focused on the
finish milling of cylinder head inclined surfaces. The
tooling tolerances and process parameters were the same
for all inclined surfaces. However, the surfaces to be milled
Fig. 1. Final design for RMT w
are at different angles with respect to the horizontal: 301
(for V6 cylinder heads) and 451 (for V8 cylinder heads). A
dedicated machine tool solution would need a customized
station for each member of the part family. If a commercial
CNC machine solution is sought, one would have to
choose from available 5-axis CNC machines with ortho-
gonal kinematics. In the arch-type RMT an alternative
reconfigurable solution is presented where the machine is
capable of 3-axis kinematics with one passive degree-of-
freedom available for reconfiguration.
A detailed evaluation of various possible conceptual

machine tool configurations was undertaken by Katz and
Chung [15]. Based on workspace evaluation, finite element
analysis (FEA) and research considerations the decision to
go ahead with a side-mounted arch-type RMT (Fig. 1a)
was taken. A detailed FEA analysis (Fig. 1b) was carried
out on the final design and the calculated natural
frequencies for lower structural modes of 451 reconfigura-
tion position are shown in Table 1 [18]. Some of the
alternative solutions to arch-type RMT considered were to
achieve the passive degree for reconfiguration by pivoting
the spindle housing or pivoting the worktable. The pivoted
spindle housing designs (shown in Fig. 2) were not selected
because of the limited workspace achieved by such
machines at higher reconfiguration angles. The pivoted
worktable was not chosen because of the concerns of
compatibility of such a machine with most conveyor
system environments in industry. The arch-type RMT
(Fig. 3) was built by a commercial machine tool
manufacturer, and was showcased in the International
Manufacturing Technology Show, September 2002,
Chicago [13].
2.2. Dynamics of machine tools

This paper describes the FRFs and the stability lobe
diagrams for chatter for the arch-type RMT at the y ¼ 01
and 451 reconfiguration position, to investigate variations
ith its finite element model.
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Table 1

Modal data for final RMT design

Mode # Frequency (Hz) Comments

1 36 Mainly due to weak connection between the ram and the arch.

2 53 Mainly due to column/base structure

3 60 Mainly due to a combination of weak connection between the ram and the arch,

and stiffness of Y-axis

4 69 Mainly due to weak connection between the ram and the arch

5 72 Mainly due to a combination of weak connection between the ram and the arch,

and stiffness of Z-axis

These data are valid only for a position of the machine in which: (a) spindle is half the way extended, i.e. 250m, (b) ram is positioned at 451 angle, and (c)

arch is positioned at the middle of its 775mm stroke.

Fig. 2. Different pivot-type RMT design concepts.

Fig. 3. Arch-type RMT.
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in arch-type RMT dynamic performance. While the FRF
gives the description of structural vibrations and stiffness
of the machine tool [21], the stability lobes for chatter can
be used as a direct assessment of the expected machining
quality and productivity.

The FRF matrix, also known as the receptance matrix
for the relative workpiece-machine tool vibration,GðioÞ, is
the transfer function from the cutting force to the rela-
tive workpiece–machine displacement. GðioÞ ¼ GtðioÞ�
GwðioÞ, where GtðioÞ and GwðioÞ are the FRF matrices
of tool and workpiece, respectively. Let the displacement of
the tool be ut and that of the workpiece be uw. The cutting
forces acting on the tool ðftÞ and the workpiece ðfwÞ have
the same magnitude but opposing directions (i.e. ft ¼ �fw).
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Fig. 4. Experimental and estimated cutting forces at ap ¼ 3:3mm, N ¼ 1700RPM and f t ¼ 7:2mm=s.
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In this paper the workpiece is assumed rigid, and the
assumption was verified by measuring the FRF of the
workpiece and measuring the vibrations displacement of
the workpiece during the cutting experiments. Thus, the
relationship between the cutting force and vibrations at the
tool tip become:

GðioÞ ftðioÞ ¼ utðioÞ. (1)

In general, GðioÞ would be a 3� 3 matrix, as displace-
ments and the force vector are defined in the three-
dimensional Cartesian system. However in the milling
process, the axial direction (Z) is typically much stiffer than
the feed force direction (X) and the cross feed force
direction (Y) (see Fig. 1). Therefore

GðioÞ ¼
GXX ðioÞ GXY ðioÞ

GYX ðioÞ GYY ðioÞ

" #
. (2)

Here, GXX and GYY are FRFs that were experimentally
determined by an impact hammer test. The off-diagonal
cross coupling terms GXY, GYX in Eq. (2) are relatively
small and are neglected.

The vibrations of the machine affect the quality of
machining due to chatter (i.e., regenerative self excited
vibrations). Chatter occurs due to the interaction of the
workpiece and tool, which leads to vibrations near one of
the structural modes. At some combinations of spindle
speed and depth of cut, the cutting forces can become
unstable and cause chatter. The analytical chatter predic-
tion model presented by Altintas and Budak [22,23] gives
the characteristic equation of the milling process and
equates it to zero to find the stability limit. The
characteristic equation for finding the stability limit for
this system is

det I�
1

2
K tc apð1� e�ioc T ÞA0GðiocÞ

� �
¼ 0, (3)

where ap is the nominal depth of cut, Ktc is the tangential
cutting coefficient, oc is the chatter frequency, T is the
tooth passage period and A0 is the immersion dependent
matrix which is a function of the cutting coefficients.
The cutting experiments were done for estimating the

cutting coefficients and to verify the analytical stability
lobes by verifying the regions of stability and instability.
The cutting coefficients are constant for a given tool
insert–workpiece combination and not affected by the
change in machine structure. The axial cutting coefficients
are not necessary for finding the stability lobes because the
structure has been assumed rigid along the axial direction.
Feed and cross-feed forces were measured while cutting in
full immersion with two inserts only. The mechanistic
cutting force model [22] for the milling cutting process is
described as

FX ¼ �K tc ap f t sin f sin f� K te ap sin f

� K rc ap f t sin f cos f� K re ap cos f,

FY ¼ K tc ap f t sin f cos fþ K te ap cos f

� K rc ap f t sin f sin f� K re ap cos f. ð4Þ

Knowing FX, FY for different values of instantaneous
cutter angular locations f, the cutting coefficients Ktc, Kte,
Krc and Kre can be estimated using the least-squares
approach. The forces FX and FY are the components of ft in
Eq. (1), i.e., ft ¼ ½FX ;FY �

T. The constants Ktc and Krc arise
due to the shearing action in the tangential and radial
directions respectively. Kte and Kre are the corresponding
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Fig. 5. Experimental arch-type RMT’s tool FRF for 01 and 451

reconfiguration position with valenite V490 cutter. (a) Excitation in X,

measured response in X direction. (b) Excitation in Y, measured response

in Y direction.
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edge constants, and ft represents the feed per tooth.
While the tangential cutting coefficient, Ktc, appears
directly in Eq. (3), the matrix A0 is dependent on Krc.
The edge constants are needed for the cutting coefficient
estimation.

All the cutting experiments were carried out using a
Valenite V490 square shoulder end mill with rectangular
inserts (outer diameter: 50.8mm, insert width: 15.875mm)
and AISI 1018 steel. While two inserts were used for
cutting model estimation, stability lobe diagram and
chatter estimation was carried out for four inserts. Since
the goal of the paper is to provide a comparison between
the different reconfiguration positions of the arch-type
RMT, the tool and the workpiece were kept the same in
different reconfiguration positions.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Cutting model

Fig. 4 shows the results for force measurements while
cutting AISI 1018 steel at depth of cut, ap ¼ 3:3mm,
spindle speed, N ¼ 1700RPM and feed per tooth,
f t ¼ 0:127mm=tooth. The cutting coefficients determined
by the least-squares method, using the force signal after the
initial transients due to the tool entering the workpiece
decayed were

K tc ¼ 2309:94N=mm2; K rc ¼ 1337:79N=mm2,

K te ¼ 24:79N=mm; K re ¼ 17:69N=mm:

The correlation factors for the estimated and experimental
data have large values of 0.98 for feed (X) direction and
0.96 for cross feed (Y) direction, indicating a good fit.
3.2. Frequency response functions

Modal tests were performed on the arch-type RMT at
various reconfiguration positions. Fig. 5 shows the FRFs
GXX and GYY for the y ¼ 01 and y ¼ 451 reconfiguration
positions. It may be noted that the FRFs have very similar
pattern at the higher frequencies (4250Hz), but at lower
frequencies the patterns are quite different. This is because
the lower frequencies arise from the structure of the
machine tool, i.e., lower frequency are primarily due to
structural modes other than the spindle, tool and tool
holder. Since the structure of an RMT changes from one
reconfiguration position to another, the lower frequencies
(o250Hz) are affected significantly. The magnitude of the
FRF at y ¼ 01 is higher than that of y ¼ 451 at lower
frequencies. The arch plate (Fig. 3) has to move up at y ¼
01 to cut the workpiece which is kept at the same level.
Since the arch plate makes up a large fraction of the mass
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Fig. 7. (a) Experimental Fx plots for stable and unstable conditions at reconfiguration position, y ¼ 01 and (b) corresponding FFTs of the force data.
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of the machine, the displacement of the arch on the
machine has the most significant effect on the FRF of the
machine structure. The higher the arch plate moves, less
stiff the structure becomes. Thus, in this case, the
configuration at y ¼ 01is less stiff at lower frequencies
modes, than the configuration at y ¼ 451 since the arch
plate is located higher for y ¼ 01. A large hammer
(bandwidth 0–600Hz) was used to study the lower
frequencies range of the structural FRF of the machine.
The lowest dominant natural frequency of the machine
found was around 60Hz.
3.3. Stability lobes

The analytical stability lobes generated for y ¼ 01 and
451 are shown in Fig. 6. Various cutting experiments were
done to verify the regions of stability and instability based
on these lobes. These points are marked on the stability
lobe diagram and validate the stability lobe prediction. The
cutting experiments results for y ¼ 01 and 451 were similar
at various cutting conditions. The analytical stability lobes
indicate that the chatter occurs for the y ¼ 451 configura-
tion at a smaller depth of cut compared to that for the
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y ¼ 01. This is because the FRF plot has a higher
magnitude (4� 106N/m) near the 640Hz frequency for
the y ¼ 451 reconfiguration position.

The occurrence of chatter was verified from the
measured force in the time domain as well as from
frequency domain plots. Figs. 7a and b shows the cutting
force plots and FFT of the cutting force signal for the
y ¼ 01 reconfiguration position. It can be seen from the
force plots, that the cutting force profile is not clearly
visible when the cutting was carried out at ap ¼ 5:5mm,
N ¼ 1700RPM. This indicates the presence of chatter at
these cutting conditions. The cutting process at
ap ¼ 5:5mm, N ¼ 1585RPM is stable. The chatter was
also be verified from the fast Fourier transform (FFT) of
the force data. The magnitude of force at the tooth pass
frequency is smaller than the magnitude of force at a
frequency near one of the natural frequency of the machine
structure (i.e., the chatter frequency), which verifies the
existence of chatter.
The cutting experiments did not show very different

results for the two reconfiguration positions (Figs. 7 and 8).
This is because the chatter occurs near the natural
frequency 640Hz, which is expected to come from the
spindle–tool–tool holder assembly. Since this sub-module
is not affected during the reconfiguration process, the
dynamic contribution due to it would be similar in different
reconfiguration positions. The small difference, which
results in the y ¼ 01 reconfigurable position having larger
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pockets of instability, was found to be because of higher
damping associated with this mode at the y ¼ 01 reconfi-
guration position. The higher damping in this reconfigura-
tion position is the result of the change in distribution of
weight at various joints which connect the spindle housing
and spindle with the ram plate (Fig. 3). If the mode at this
640Hz frequency is neglected while computing the stability
lobes we get very different results for the analytical stability
lobes for y ¼ 01 and 451 reconfiguration positions (Fig. 9).
These results would be relevant if the spindle–tool–tool
holder is stiffer. A similar variation in stability lobe
diagram would also be observed if the structure of the
machine tool is made more compliant. Since an RMT is
designed around a part family, a consistent dynamic
performance of the machine across a part family is also
desired. The reconfiguration of an RMT will affect the
dynamic performance significantly if the structural fre-
quencies are dominant enough to cause chatter near one of
the structural frequencies. These results could have been
verified by cutting experiments at lower spindle speeds
(o1000RPM). However, the machine does not have
enough power for such cutting tests. The arch-type RMT
is designed for end milling which is often carried out at
high spindle speeds and, therefore, does not has enough
power at low spindle speeds.

4. Concluding remarks

The arch-type RMT was designed to achieve customized
flexibility for a family of parts: cylinder heads for V6 and
V8 automotive engines. It is a 3-axis CNC machine tool
that has an additional passive rotational degree-of-free-
dom. This paper describes the dynamic characteristics of
the arch-type RMT as it is changed from one reconfigura-
tion position (y ¼ 01) to another (y ¼ 451). In this case the
performance of the arch-type RMT does not change much
when the machine tool is reconfigured from one position to
another. This is because chatter occurs at 640Hz, a
frequency that arises due to the spindle–tool–tool holder
assembly. A useful insight gained for designing RMT is to
have a structure that is stiff enough at all reconfigurable
positions such that the dominant frequency of the structure
in the FRF is due to the spindle–tool–tool holder assembly.
This ensures a uniform performance of the machine tool
across the part family.
Various RMT design alternatives that were considered

before selecting the arch-type RMT configuration were
discussed in Section 2.1 (see Fig. 2). Those alternates were
not selected because of the ease of use of the arch-type
configuration and considerations apart from dynamics.
While in this particular case, we do not observe significant
changes in dynamic performance as machine is changed
from one reconfiguration position to another, if the
spindle–tool–tool holder assembly was made stiffer, the
arch-type RMT performance can vary significantly as the
arch plate is moved relative to the Y-column. Therefore, it
is important to recognize the trade-offs between dynamic
capabilities and other design considerations in the design of
RMTs.
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